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SUBJECT: CIA HAS NO OBJECTION TO DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR RELEASE OF VIA INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT.

 enclosed for the Bureau are the original and five copies, for New York two copies, for Miami, San Juan and WFO one copy each of an LHM dated and captioned as above.

The Bureau is requested to forward one copy of this letter and LHM to Legat, Managua, based on the fact it contains information regarding FRP activity in Costa Rica.

Identities of sources utilized in enclosed LHM are as follows: (X)

NKT-1 is NK-5007-PSI (X) (U)
NKT-2 is NK-5005-S (X) (U)
NKT-3 is NK-5173-PSI (X) (U)

The enclosed LHM is classified confidential to protect the identity of NKT-1 and NKT-2.

LEADS

NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK, NY: Identify subscriber to New York
City telephone number 354-8...

3-Bureau (Enc. 1)
(1-Legat, Managua) (Info)
2-Miami (105-20913) (Enc. 1)
2-New York (105-389172) (Enc. 2)
1-San Juan (105-14608) (Info) (Enc. 1)
1-WFO (105-115954) (Enc. 1)
2-Newark
FHC/jlg
(II)
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By U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan